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(To read about Jon’s mega-collection, Exit From The Matrix, click here (http://marketplace.mybigcommerce.com/exit-from-the-matrix/).

I’ll get to the incredible response in a minute, but first the necessary bit of background.

Yesterday (https://jonrappoport.wordpress.com/2016/11/06/podesta-wapo-article-photos-of-naked-teenagers-on-the-walls/), I wrote a piece about John Podesta’s brother, Tony, also a major Democrat political mover and shaker in Washington. A high-powered art collector as well, Tony had photos of naked teenagers on the walls of a bedroom in his house. As the Washington Post reported in 2004 (https://archive.fo/HhWH9):

 “‘At political events [at Tony’s home], there’s an inevitable awkwardness’, former Clinton administration official Sally Katzen said at a Women’s Campaign Fund dinner at the Podestas’ home this summer. ‘The art is an ice-breaker. It puts people at ease’.”

“Not always. Folks attending a house tour in the Lake Barcroft neighborhood in Falls Church earlier this year got an eyeful when they walked into a bedroom at the Podesta residence hung with multiple color pictures by Katy Grannan, a photographer known for documentary-style pictures of naked teenagers in their parents’ suburban homes.”

“They were horrified’, Heather [Tony’s wife] recalls, a grin spreading across her face.”

Then, yesterday, I wrote: “Does anyone stop to ask how permission was obtained to shoot those photos in the first place? And then to print them, sell them, show them publicly? The parents of the children gave their consent? The kids gave their consent? On what basis does anyone allow teenagers to make that kind of decision for themselves—or think that teenagers have the capacity to make such a decision? Technically, the whole operation may fall within the law (although I don’t see how), but on every other level it’s insane. And it’s child endangerment.”

“And a major political operative in Washington, Tony Podesta, sees no problem with it. He has the photos on his walls at home. He displays them for his Washington insider pals and donors. They may blush, but they look. And none of them raises a public objection. They keep their mouths shut, because this is Tony Podesta, and he’s a power player.”

Now we come to the incredible response.

After posting the article yesterday, I emailed a person I believed could provide solid advice on the issues I raised. Could anyone be prosecuted for the naked teenager photos? Wasn’t this a crime? How could it not be a crime?

And this person, who does very good work on many fronts, gave me a terse answer: “Why bother? What’s the point?”

The answer was meant to indicate this was a minor blip on the radar, hardly worth dealing with. And I was overreaching to make it into a story.

What??

I want to emphasize: this person I emailed yesterday is extremely bright and extremely active in working for actual justice in places many other people wouldn’t dare go.

And the response was: “Why bother? What’s the point?”

Oh, I don’t know, maybe the point is photos of naked teenagers on walls for anyone to see, when those kids don’t have the capacity or the right to make those decisions, and when their demented immoral parents are making those decisions for them, blithely, with happy grins on their faces, is hideous and grotesque and it’s unbelievable that no one spoke out at the time and no one thought to prosecute the parents or the photographer or the dealer that represents the photographer…

Maybe that’s the point.

Maybe the absolute sewer that is Washington DC needs to be dug up and gotten rid of so we can start all over again.

Maybe that’s the point.

Maybe the rich little scum who walked by those photos and never said a word and were afraid of the power player who displayed them on a bedroom wall in his house were culpable, and maybe they reflect a prevalent perverse attitude that keeps anything good from happening in the political landscape of our time.

Maybe that’s it. Maybe that’s the point.

Maybe the fear is the point. Fear of believing in something that challenges the people in power who are out for destruction, who revel in destruction, who delight in turning life into death.
Maybe that’s the point.

[Image]

Take any of these points. Take them all. They’re all falling below the radar, and they all need to be raised back up to a level where people can look at them again and decide whether to SAY SOMETHING BECAUSE THEY SEE SOMETHING.

“Hi, nice to see you again. It’s a wonderful party, isn’t it? Say, I’m launching a new project. I’ll be doing a series of photos, art photos, of naked teenagers from the suburbs. So, ha-ha, I can’t just go door to door and call on people cold and ask them for permission. I was wondering if you knew anyone…”

“Why sure. Sounds like an exciting project. Who do we know, darling? How about Bob and Marjorie? They live right up the hill near the club. They’d be interested. They have daughter, Jennifer. She’s fourteen. She’s actually quite beautiful. Stop panting, darling! My husband, he’s such a kidder…”
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SamAdamsGhost says:
November 7, 2016 at 10:58 am
I really wonder about the American people. Wikileaks are coming out showing massive corruption — — — and worse. The response of the man in Jon’s article seems all too common. Many people are concerned about their own paychecks & pensions, and that seems to be their highest priority. Those who say they have a family and they have kids to provide for are making lame excuses. So, they’ll willingly deliver their own kids to a Hell on earth?

Clinton Will steal the election.

The American people’s response to that will determine if they deserve the freedom their forefathers sacrificed to provide.

Reply
Aiden says:
November 7, 2016 at 4:19 pm
here is the problem with wikileaks, while I believe they are doing an important job. You have to take what they release with a pinch of salt. When they tried to hijack the NZ election with Kim dotcom it was proved that things they were releasing were fabricated. One of the people who they hacked was actually able to show the unedited things from his computer that they had changed.

Reply
Tzar Nicholas says:
November 7, 2016 at 7:24 pm
So why is Chelsea Manning spending 35 years in solitary?

Reply
SamAdamsGhost says:
November 8, 2016 at 9:41 am
I think you should take everything, from every source with a grain of salt. The Clintons have a long history of verifiable corruption. HRC was even thrown off the Watergate investigation and stole White House furniture. (And they’ve done far worse.) I have talked with several of her supporters and they are ignor-ant. That is, they purposely ignore facts & evidence that don’t support their own agenda. IMO you cannot be truly informed and have the best intentions for the nation, and also support HRC.
Marian Olmstead says:
November 9, 2016 at 1:53 am

Wiki leaks are incomparable there’s no need for the jury to retire.

Wiki leaks or unimpeachable there unassailable people are in prison because of them. Even mainstream media fears them like a vampire fears a cross because they know that everybody except wiki leaks they’ve never lied you’re crazy or a troll or both.

Reply

Guest says:
November 17, 2016 at 10:26 pm

Julian Assange says that he is annoyed by anyone who questions the official account of 9/11.
He is a gatekeeper.

Reply

Terri says:
November 8, 2016 at 2:09 pm

Yes, so many say clinton is gong to steal the election, the question is, what is going to be done about it? What else is possible? Perhaps our intention is stronger than theirs. What would it take for Trump to be president? That’s where the focus should be. On solutions and taking legal and lawful action to uphold our duties and responsibilities as American citizens and see to it this nation of laws becomes a nation of laws, not monarchy.

We have to do what we can to change the education system for it has warped the human mind and spirit. We must unschool our children and create strong healthy communities and families to counteract the collectivism and zombification of society. We now know things we were not aware of before, how poisonous the education system is, and now we can change it. The only reason Hitlery is even running and has any support at all is the degradation and self deprecation of humans which was socially engineered with the complicity of the parents, who should have never agreed to enslave their own children.

Up until this point, there were not enough Americans who have not succumbed to the programming to exercise their inherent rights and see to it their public servants upheld their oaths. Perhaps this is a game changer and shall cause enough to have a greater desire for life, than fear and they will than be able to speak up and take action.

We must all look within ourselves and let go of old programming that prevents us from being loving,happy, free, healthy and prosperous. These are our birthright and it takes courage to claim them and be who we really are. It is just a choice, a step in a different direction, for we all know where hitlery’s road is gonna take us. We can choose the path less traveled and reject collectivism and ignorance. All journeys begin with a decision and we must decide and decide now which world we choose and then do everything we can and allow ourselves to be inspired to create it.

Reply

JoAnn Dolberg says:
November 7, 2016 at 11:01 am

Morality DOES make a difference. When people begin to change the norms and standards by which a polite and civil society functions, and their attitude is allowed to continue, their nation goes to hell.

Reply

Thomas says:
November 7, 2016 at 11:09 am

Yet the homeless guy at the public library is getting 30 years.

Reply

the postman says:
November 7, 2016 at 11:24 am

And heaven forbid you should get caught without a fishing licence!

Reply

jisanto1962 says:
November 7, 2016 at 11:09 am

This is the most under addressed issue infecting humanity; Pedophilia.

Raping children is an age old ‘tradition’ harking back to ye olden days of our founders. No, not ‘America’s’ founding ‘fathers’. Humanity’s founding mothers and fathers, the Annunaki. Just read the 12th Planet, along with the Earth Chronicles series, and it becomes all too clear that, as children of these off world beings, we have inherited their perversions like some treasured family heirloom.

True, not all of us agree with or take part in this insidious perversion, but, like most, we DO turn our gaze from the sickness lest we actually have to do something about it.
Then….there are ALL those victims of the Catholic Church, State and Religious run Orphanages, boys homes, and other sanctioned institutions where people go to dump their children, to become prey to the spiritually demented.
There are millions….if not BILLIONS….of child rape victims in this world and those numbers increase each year as our ‘civilization’ rots at it’s vicious core. Perhaps so many of us have experienced this horror and are mute to do anything about it? Perhaps we fear retribution by those powerful ‘Institutions’…or just the humiliation of being counted amongst the raped.
If this be the case then it behooves the rest of the uninfected body of humans to actually do something about this vicious crime when they know something of it.

What kind of decent society allows for the rape of a child? There exists not such a society.

The nude teenagers hanging on the bedroom walls of powerful figure heads speaks volumes about humanity in general. Perhaps humanity has chosen, with their money, time and investment of energy, to support this vile system of power and unearned authority. Perhaps we have acclimated ourselves to depravity and those that make their living from it. War and pornography are just two such profit ‘industries’ that come to mind.
Most people don’t see anything wrong with either one so it is no small wonder that those at the top….the flotsam, who make their money from such filthy crime syndicates, are in possession of child pornography.

Earth has always been a cess pit because people do not mind floating in such filth.

Reply

Terri says:
November 8, 2016 at 3:02 pm
Thanks for speaking the truth JJ.

Reply

Dani says:
November 7, 2016 at 11:18 am
Absolutely, Jon. Whatever you can possibly imagine, it is so much worse than that. I live here and I have seen it. I had an experience several years ago with a friend in from out of town to attend a conference of some sort – kind of a big deal, she “locally politically active” and chosen to come here to DC to represent her locality on a national scale. She was working hard with several others from other local areas around the country, to craft their policy platform they were going to present. In fact, my friend was the one the committee had decided would do the presenting. One of the people on their small committee was from this area. She made it known that she would like to be the one presenting, rather than my friend. But little by little, things started going wrong with their project. My friend was confused. There were so many little things that started going wrong. Bizarre miscommunications. The final strange thing that went wrong was that her hotel reservation was mysteriously cancelled (during an extremely busy time of year here, when it was impossible to get a new reservation anywhere), and when she called the hotel to ask why, because this seemed so inconceivable to her, they said that they were “not allowed to tell her the reason.” (!!) Other people on the committee whose reservations were also cancelled, these folks with a bit more worldly experience than my friend, told her essentially “why bother; what’s the point.” That was when I did a little digging and discovered that the woman on the committee from this area was married to a Very Powerful person involved with “homeland security.” And the kicker was, at this national conference, the local woman was pushing to be elected to a powerful national position on this policy setting committee. (which did end up happening). My friend’s reaction was cognitive dissonance to the point of disbelief, once she returned to her local area.….all of her friends and colleagues convinced her that what she’d experienced could not possibly have happened, nor could it have been what I told her it was (typical DC sociopathic mischief, for personal gain or just for the hell of it — messing with people).

This is a very small and petty example of the type of nonsense that goes on here all the time. People who do not have to deal with this stuff have a very hard time getting their heads around it. All of it is so terribly shocking and depraved, whether on a large scale or a small scale. I think the hardest thing for good people (which is most of us) to accept, is that this depravity exists and is in charge, and rules by deception. Power will be used, to ignite wars on a global scale, or even just to mess with a few people’s hotel reservations.

It is hard to really get that it is really happening, and not turn away from it because it is too hard to believe.

Reply

Diane Wilson says:
November 7, 2016 at 12:01 pm
That is an incredible story. If my mother had not been kidnapped from her home in Massapequa, NY and placed in a nursing home against her will by Mary Giordano, an elder care attorney in Garden City, NY I would not have believed such corruption exists. During that three year nightmare of guardianship abuse, I discovered so much more and knew that the corruption went up to the White House and beyond.

Reply

Mary says:
November 8, 2016 at 4:07 am
So sorry Diane for your and your mom’s experience.
I wonder if Obamacare will be making that easier to do. Kinda makes one wanna carry a little bottle at old age – and it won’t be alcohol.

Reply

Mary says:
November 7, 2016 at 1:48 pm
Yes, narcissism is self indulgence and consciencelessness. Good honest people have a hard time with that narcissism because deception is not their will or purpose… that kind of thinking just does not occur. Narcissists work with confusion, with mirrors, gaslighting – they say it’s the perfect glue for deception. There need not be any significance to it. They just do at Will.

Reply

Terri says:
November 8, 2016 at 1:38 pm
Dani, thanks for sharing your story. Corruption is at all levels, look at the way neighbors treat their neighbors, family members treat their family members. There is little respect and its all about control and manipulation in the guise of love and care. People keep pointing their fingers at others but pretend the daily corruption is not taking place. Until we change our beliefs and behavior nothing will change. Children need to be brought up with nurturing and natural parenting. Dysfunction keeps growing because children are not able to create healthy attachments with their mothers.

Like the old saying says, all that is necessary for evil to flourish is for “good” people to do nothing. This has been the case for too long now.

Reply

InalienableWrights says:
November 7, 2016 at 11:42 am
Jon, if those pictures are illegal then the pictures every parent has of their kids in the bathtub are illegal. Go after this guy for real crimes, not made up ones.

Reply

EyeOfTheStorm says:
November 7, 2016 at 12:07 pm
That is correct InalienableWrights, surely by now Jon knows it goes much, much further. The emails, Jon, the emails. It’s all in the emails. We need to put a decontamination team on the whole stinking mess, and get these VampireRats, and TechnoCats out of our lives.

Just say no, to the status quo. Business as usual needs a thorough disinfection. The party and gravy train is over. Heads should roll over this. No government is good government. But, no, nude photos of children are not illegal, immoral? Perhaps. That’s a personal choice.

Sex acts with children is illegal though, so spill it all out there for all to see, just how badly our government is infected with corruption. Time to let it all hang out. Murdering, mass murdering, theft, genocide, these people have become so inured with death, that they think anything is possible. What will it take for the American People to put a stop to the corruption? Just how bad does it have to get? The whole city needs to go, shut it down. Let the rats flee the sinking ship.

Reply
Jacqueline says:
November 7, 2016 at 10:42 pm
Good luck with disinfecting the cesspool. Remember the pedophile ring scandal in Great Britain not that long ago? Not only was it learned that large numbers of Parliament, its wealthiest, the royal family, AND our DC critters and elite were ‘supplied,’ but police departments, courts, and, yes, even Scotland Yard was privy to the operations but did nothing – having been given clear direction to ‘stand down.’ And the nation waited for the trials to begin…and waited…and waited…and turned blue in the face in the wait. And then – it dropped off the radar never to be heard of again. Hard to stop the corruption when the enforcers are owned.

Reply
Joy says:
November 7, 2016 at 12:11 pm
...and how many people do you suppose sell those bathtub pictures to be hung on strangers’ walls, and to be gaped at by predatory voyeurs?!

Reply
InalienableWrights says:
November 7, 2016 at 2:08 pm
So selling pictures of your kids is now a crime Joy? And you are supposed to read the minds of people that you sell anything to I guess....

Reply
Glenn Festog says:
November 8, 2016 at 1:20 pm
Wow, that’s your statement? Yes, selling (or giving away) pictures of your naked, UNDERAGED CHILD is a crime. Are you mental? Or a Podesta? There are children on sex offender lists for sexting, and that’s your best offer?

Don’t need to be able to read YOUR mind, thanks for outing yourself!

Reply
grace says:
November 8, 2016 at 2:01 pm
there is something wrong with the thinking of InalienableWrights. I’m a mom and a grandmom and I am totally with you Glenn and with Joy.

Reply
Terri says:
November 8, 2016 at 2:12 pm
He is an idiot schill, that is what is wrong with him. and he just proved jon’s point unknowingly about how sick humans have become.

Joy says:
November 8, 2016 at 7:20 pm
Honestly, I suspect this of InalienableWrights: “In Internet slang, a troll is a person who sows discord on the Internet by starting arguments or upsetting people, by posting inflammatory, extraneous, or off-topic messages in an online community with the deliberate intent of provoking readers into an emotional response or of otherwise disrupting normal on-topic discussion, often for their own amusement.” In more than one comment here, he is displaying this pattern, and it is best to just ignore the likes of this “person.”

grace says:
November 8, 2016 at 1:59 pm
Exactly! There is a huge difference of taking innocent pics of your own children vs hanging art work of underage naked children on your walls for some kind of weird thrill. It is strange, weird and no decent person I know would do it. I’m just aghast that some people think this is okay just because some families take pics of their kids in the bathtub.

Reply
j9par40@aol.com says:
November 7, 2016 at 12:22 pm
How can you compare an infant or toddler photo in a bathtub from a parent (who more often than not, is private to them on their phone) to a public “art” photo of a pubescent teenager? You are missing the point Inalielable. They may or may not be illegal but it sure raises a morality issue. I’m disgusted by it.

Reply
grace says:
November 8, 2016 at 2:02 pm
Right on, J9par40!!

Reply
Mary says:
November 7, 2016 at 1:36 pm
But some may very well be!! silly. But, the likelihood of you being a peeping tom to your own children, is realistic, but more remote, The reason you have your children’s naked photos is because they were during the course of living spontaneously – not prepared, or specifically intended for blowing up and displaying on your BEDROOM walls and parade strangers to them. Whole other animal.. Sounds like you have no children. Learn… this was a good parenting preparation for you. You might have a pedophile around the corner from you inviting your neighbors’ sons over with camera in hand, like I did.

Reply
Mary says:
November 7, 2016 at 1:38 pm
correction “like I had”.

Reply
Jacqueline says:
November 7, 2016 at 10:27 pm
No, parents’ pictures of their own kids were never a problem. When did it become a problem? Who made the correlation? None other than those who desired to justify and ‘normalize’ their penchant for OTHER people’s children – clearly the motivational root differs drastically. And the four year old logic used? ‘If it’s bad for me to possess it, then it’s bad for you to possess it as well.’ And the simple-minded Americans accepted it as the full nonsensical rubbish it is – just as they accepted ‘we must have consensus’ and the entire ‘politically correct’ BS…the slow-moving bus to thought and language alteration and control.

Reply
Mary says:
November 7, 2016 at 11:04 pm
Amen.

Reply
jisanto1962 says:
November 7, 2016 at 11:09 pm
Taking pictures of your babies/toddlers in the bath is completely different than taking a nude picture of your teen aged daughter. I think you know this and if you don’t then I hope that you have no teen aged daughters.

Reply
grace says:
November 8, 2016 at 2:03 pm
Thank you!

Reply
S says:
November 7, 2016 at 11:56 pm
Clinton troll

Reply
Terri says:
November 8, 2016 at 1:48 pm
That’s absurd. How many people take nude photos of their teenagers or someone else’s? If you do, you are a pervert and a pedophile. You just proved the point Jon just made. It does matter, this is not made up or trivial. Obviously, you lost your moral compass, if you ever had one to begin with. Sometimes the most trivial crimes are the ones that stick, do you remember The Firm?

The point is, society is so insane and depraved you think you are justified in making up absurd technicalities to show your contempt for the idea that pedophilia and pornography are wrong. You obviously don’t know the difference between cute baby pics in the bathtub and predatory porn. That is disturbing. So is this whole “election process” which has shown how bent humans continue to be.

Reply
Noreen says:
November 14, 2016 at 7:05 pm
These are pictures of teenagers, not little children in a bath tub. They are NOT the Podesta’s teenagers. Big difference.

Reply
Joy says:
November 7, 2016 at 12:16 pm
We all know the allegory of the frog in warm water, and we are now witnessing what happens when the majority of people’s brains have gone to immoral mush! “No big deal!” is the lie that pours out of such a brain in response to the chipping away at humanity’s sense of right and wrong from daily accepting the hypnotic drone of the daily news, and losing all sense of discernment. Pure insanity!

Reply
Mary says:
November 7, 2016 at 1:13 pm
YES… I was flabbergasted at your teenagers article yesterday! Asking those very same questions would have been my IMMEDIATE reaction – I wouldn’t care WHO the owners of the photos were. I would have definitely made a stink and left that “party.” I could not go about drinks and frivolous convo and party-laughter as if nothing was wrong with it. To parade your guests into your bedroom like a public gallery to show off nude teenagers….

would be the same as inviting them to come upstairs to peek at your own naked children – a free for all! I would have tried to contact that photographer and ask detailed questions about that process indeed. But even so – she could have given me ANY response, but NONE would be good enough! PERIOD! I don’t care what heights of social artistic friggin mind set may BE PERCEIVED TO exist.

And that’s just it – PERCEPTION.
The audacity… the narcissism… of the perception that you consider the liberty – the Will – of another human being as an “artistic” entitlement… an entitlement to give any value and significance – or none – simply from your own Will.

Let me say this…. you need to immediately go get that “extremely bright and extremely active in working for actual justice in places many other people wouldn’t dare go” person a psychotherapist specializing in sexual abuse AND classic Narcissism ….. because his psychological status is NOT bright ENOUGH to understand the significance of this. And the VERY REASON people DO NOTHING about these sorts of things. HA! And HE is in justice?? It has to do with the entainment…. the desensitizing…. the extreme in logic and factualization in law…. in that, as long as there is no active “issue,” no one complaining… the case is closed, move on to the next.

This is the slow desensitization that has been happening in the film industry, where they are no longer satisfied with seeing adult nakedness, or sexual intercourse…. but now intertwined with violence and bloodied perverse mutilation IN the act of sex itself. And no one blinks an eye lid!

LOOK at the supposed “artistic” bloodied “cooking” expositions this Marina Abramovic has been engaged in – celebrities flock to her…sense of “liberty.” Yup…. I guess there is nothing like the sense of liberty in mutilating the semblance of a human. As a matter of fact, I came across the wikileaks Podesta emails yesterday, where she’s invited him to her home for “Spirit Cooking”!

And the thing is with those psychotic Narcissists…. they don’t need to look freaky or out of balance, if anything… they are Cool Cats… they’ve mastered the perfect façade and WILL get away with anything. Because let me tell you, they SWELL and LIVE for that very thing! IT IS IN THE REVELING in the secrecy and in their capacity to go undetected…. the satisfaction of seeing what they are getting away with in your face….. that is the very ESSENCE of their fulfillment. It is their very mastery at creating that mirage for you… that prevents their being discovered.

They do not have to go to the extent of complete evil, either, to be soulless.

Only someone who encounters them, can understand this, and that still takes difficulty.

Get him that specialist.

Reply
Terri says:
November 8, 2016 at 2:55 pm
The desensitization you talk about is purposeful. Its part of the plan and the social engineering going on.None of this could take place without the participation and consent of the masses, knowingly or unknowingly.
You have to remember they are not just narcissists. They are practitioners of the occult, ala Aleister Crowley and OTO. This is something many have been talking about for years and trying to get the public to wake up about, but have just been mocked. They have sold their souls to negative entities and are working on every generation of children to do the same. The things that Beyonce JayZ Brittany and others are doing are sick and no one should let their children anywhere near those scum. They openly flaunt their “religion” and are converting massive amounts of people every day. Even our military had General Aquino (and many others) who is known to be leader member of the temple of set. there are many links but here is one which describes some of this.
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/vatican/esp_vatican16a.htm

MKULTRA, montauk,mind control, psyops and black ops? It is not just science fiction, and this is just the beginning of the things to come out that are even worse. You think spirit cooking is bad? The NYPD has evidence of things much worse and I pray for their safety in leaking this info so people cant turn their heads and pretend this isnt going on.

David Icke has been fighting to expose the worldwide pedophilia and trafficking ring for over 20 years and he has been ridiculed while more childrens pics end up on milk cartons. Where does anyone think these children go? Ask the clintons, they know. Ask Jeff Epstein, he knows. They all know and so many more not named yet, but their names are in the emails too. Ask Cathy O’Brien and read her books about our “leaders” and government and what was done to her and many others.

This is a game we are all playing in this world and the stakes are high, its not about money, power or control even. Its about souls.
Parents have been careless and negligent with their childrens souls and hearts and listened to “experts” instead of giving them the love and attention they desperately need to have healthy attachments so they don’t end up dysfunctional with attachment disorders and then turn to the occult or gangs to feel a part of something. The level of anger within so many people creates destruction and suffering, and they cant even express it, its so deep. This energy manifests in many ways, for energy can not be suppressed without consequence.

The apocalypse, the lifting of the veil is now and the public best educate themselves now before they are force ably educated.

Reply
itascasmall says:
November 7, 2016 at 1:36 pm
!!!!!!!!!!!

Jon,

For the record: I don’t have time to read all the emails I receive. I did read your initial piece, and, now, I saw and read this one. I can’t say all I would like right now, but, I will share the bottom line of my immediate thought processes.

In my youth, there was a popular saying that tells it all!
When I was in my early teens, my mother and I answered with righteous indignation when one of her friends blithely declared:

“I’d rather be red than dead!”

We both responded in unison:

“I’d rather be dead than red!”
My mother has passed on from this life, but, I know she would still agree with me now: I stand by my declaration!

This is the difference between those who know there are moral absolutes and those who believe everything is relative, who’s morals are based in fear of pain and death, from which arises all of their immorality, and their apathy toward, or agreement with the reprehensible actions of others.

Thank you for reporting the reprehensible actions of the Podestas in the light of righteous moral absolutism, and for sharing your friend’s transparent reaction with us!

/FR// OR LIBERTY!/ 

Itasca Small

Reply

Mary says:
November 7, 2016 at 11:06 pm
Can’t agree more.

Reply

Greg C. says:
November 7, 2016 at 1:57 pm
Objectification of children has finally come out of the closet in 2016. Should we be horrified? After we allow them to be graded and classified by the government, taught by strangers, and subject them to medical malpractice vaccines as a matter of routine and law. Instead of protecting them from authoritarians, we help them to adjust to the system.

I have already been horrified at the way parents turn a blind eye to all kinds of abuse. I’ve seen parents put their American kids in Chinese speaking schools, because Chinese is the wave of the future. The kids of course fail under such a ridiculous burden and have to be treated like special ed students. These kids would come to their piano lessons ready to cry at the slightest challenge. Totally broken spirits. And the parent’s reaction was always, “What? This is normal. This is just a phase. They need to work harder.”

Sexual exploitation follows naturally from educational, ideological, and money-making potential exploitation. These are just human resources. They are little soldiers in the progressive movement. Even those bumper stickers that say “My child is an honor student” are horrible admissions that some parents view their children with the same twisted possessiveness that they have with their new Subaru equipped with ski racks.

So when someone says, Why bother going after people who display artistic child porn in their homes, they admit that, to them, children are nothing special, just littler versions of us. Now we know why Jesus said, “Whoever causes any of these little ones to stumble, it would be better if…” He knew better, and so should we.

Reply

arcadia11 says:
November 7, 2016 at 6:07 pm
good words to read, greg. thank you.

Reply

truth1 says:
November 8, 2016 at 5:08 am
You need to get rid of schools, which are indoctrination centers and programming centers. That is your real problem. If you put gas in the car to solve a brake problem, guess what? Its not going to work. You don’t fix brakes with gas. Schools are our main problem!

Reply

Terri says:
November 8, 2016 at 3:00 pm
Thanks Greg. Yes, children are still treated like property and given conditional love to control them. that is not real love. This is the root of why society is so dysfunctional.

Reply

swo8 says:
November 7, 2016 at 1:58 pm
That would be considered child porn in Canada. You go to jail for that here.
Leslie

Reply

InalienableWrights says:
November 7, 2016 at 2:18 pm
That is not something that I would be proud of at all. You can also go to jail in Canada for preaching the Christian bible. You can go to jail in Canada for all sorts of free speech.

I guess you support Any Rand’s statement:

“There’s no way to rule innocent men. The only power government has is the power to crack down on criminals. Well, when there aren’t enough criminals, one makes them. One declares so many things to be a crime that it becomes impossible for men to live without breaking laws.” ~(paraphrased: Page 406 of Ayn Rand’s, Atlas Shrugged )

Reply

swo8 says:
November 7, 2016 at 3:22 pm
I don’t know of any one in Canada going to jail for preaching the Christian Bible.
Leslie

Reply
Bob klinck says:
November 8, 2016 at 7:02 am
They certainly are if you consider acting on their interpretation of the commands of the Bible to be ‘preaching’.

Reply
JJ says:
November 7, 2016 at 4:59 pm
>"The only power government has is the power to crack down on criminals”<
Since it’s an Ipso Facto government _Of_By & For the people….and since the 'people' are weak minded, (genetically) & easily swayed….well…….they earned their "Just Deserts"(desserts).

Reply
jjsanto1962 says:
November 7, 2016 at 11:29 pm
Inalienable, you might think that there are some of us who cannot see straight through you but I most certainly do. Your responses are as transparent as any window into your soul.

No man is innocent that is in possession of child pornography, and, that is exactly what nude pictures of teenagers are. It is as much a crime to rape the innocence of a child as it is to physically assault them.

Reply
Bob klinck says:
November 8, 2016 at 6:55 am
I thought it was integral to the latest sex education curricula being introduced in the provinces. A few years ago teachers involved in this patent sexual grooming would have been liable to criminal prosecution, but we are ‘too sophisticated’ for that now.

Reply
Jonathan Hughes says:
November 7, 2016 at 3:00 pm
Satan a fallen being who was Lucifer is horrified when he sees images that look like the innocent Adam and Eve. He must make them appear to be bad. God did not make a bad thing.

Reply
Occams says:
November 7, 2016 at 3:02 pm
Authorities did, however, ‘care’ about this heinous criminal, and her cohorts, and got them dead-to-rights:

http://www.blacklistednews.com/Single_Mom_Charged_with_Multiple_Crimes%2C_Faces_a_Year_in_Jail_for_Participating_in_Facebook_Food_Group/55102/0/38/38/Y/M.html

~ Occams

Reply
voza0db says:
November 7, 2016 at 3:03 pm
Hello 😊
I guess the USA is turning out to be just like the U.K. and Europe… And we can like him, or hate him, but in this case he told the reality!

Europeans have no future - Putin on Migrant Crisis

Reply
Sabell says:
November 7, 2016 at 7:40 pm
I do love what he says here, “a society that cannot defend its children today – has no tomorrow. It has no future.” I’ve heard this spoken and seen this written before in so many similar words. It is difficult to understand the muddied and muddled perceptions/perspectives so many people have about how they view others and how they ‘regard’ children and adolescents. Maybe this is not to be understood at all. But, it is the Children and Adolescents who are meant to be “Defended” regardless of the perspective/perception/objective view, behaviour or “mis”behaviour of an adult. It is the Children/Adolescents who are meant to be Defended, nurtured, and protected.

Reply
voza0db says:
November 7, 2016 at 8:15 pm
Hello Sabell 😊

Unfortunately Umans (I write without the ‘H’ to represent the degeneration of the specie) have pass the point of no return in relation to degeneration. Thousands and thousands of years have passed, Era after Era… Civilization after Civilization… And it’s always the same! Misery, Violence, Division, Confusion, Violence, Greed, and so on! Umans can no longer evolve to became a Compassionate Human Being. They will degenerate even more until total decay will occur.

I decided long time ago not to have a Child because I Love her.

Be 😊

Reply
jjsanto1962 says:
November 7, 2016 at 11:33 pm
Absolutely! Anything less than living these values is exploitation and abuse!

Reply
Norma Desmond says:
November 8, 2016 at 12:21 pm
Putin is a true leader. His values are correct. We are fast loosing our way and approaching a time when “Anything Goes” without question. We have a President who is encouraging illegals to vote and does not deny the suggestion that by working in American illegally, they are defacto citizens. Obama, instead of upholding our values, denigrates and encourages non Americans to break the laws of the land, and yet he is still in a role of leadership. Hillary Clinton continually has no respect for the due process of law when it concerns herself, her cronies and her Clinton Foundation. The greatness of America is evaporating before our eyes, and somehow most Americans cannot either see it or sense it.

Reply
Norma Desmond says:
November 8, 2016 at 12:19 pm
Putin is a true leader. His values are correct. We are fast loosing our way and approaching a time when “Anything Goes” without question, even raping children, for it wont be termed rape anymore. It could even be made a mandatory part of a child’s education – society is becoming that diseased. We have a President who is encouraging illegals to vote and does not deny the suggestion that by working in American illegally, they are defacto citizens. Obama, instead of upholding our values, denigrates and encourages non Americans to break the laws of the land, and yet he is still in a role of leadership. Hillary Clinton continually has no respect for the due process of law when it concerns herself, her cronies and her Clinton Foundation. The greatness of America is evaporating before our eyes, and somehow most Americans cannot either see it or sense it.

Reply
lesha says:
November 7, 2016 at 3:40 pm
Again I thank you Jon, for having the moral courage not to ignore. In the words of Edmund Burke “The only thing necessary for the triumph of evil is for good men (and women) to do nothing.” Especially true in these days!

Reply
Jack Fough says:
November 7, 2016 at 4:44 pm
The point is how do you prosecute in a country where there is no rule of law? Unfortunately, that is where we stand today. All this sickening, abhorrent activity indicates a decline in our society and are major indicators of a dying civilization. If you take God out of the picture, I guarantee that that picture will turn evil and black.

Reply
Atossa says:
November 7, 2016 at 5:37 pm
Saw this on another forum. Maybe these emails are innocent… maybe not.

WikiLeak Podesta emails… could “walnut” be a code word ??

EMAIL 1 – Jim from a NorCal non-profit that helps poor kids mainly from the SF Bay Area writes to Podesta about his trip from California to DC. He will be bringing with him “some walnuts”

EMAIL 2 – John Podesta’s wife responds positively to the news of the visit

EMAIL 3 – How were the walnuts

See links
Reply
Norma Desmond says:
November 8, 2016 at 12:16 pm
OMG! The urban dictionary’s description of a walnut is terrifying in the context of children and child abuse.

Reply
Theodore says:
November 8, 2016 at 12:20 pm
thanks for the tip. please provide a link to it if you could.

Reply
Atossa says:
November 8, 2016 at 1:56 pm
I posted links above

Reply
Linda says:
November 7, 2016 at 6:43 pm
I think the pictures and the art are the tip of the iceberg of a pedophilia nest that has penetrated government, media, and business. Wikileaks has given us a lot of evidence if we know where to look. I call them “The Pedosta Files”. This information is available on the Internet–folks should look at it.

Reply
Kzar Foster says:
November 7, 2016 at 7:00 pm
did you miss Miley Cyrus on stage w furries and no clothes, humping an old man in stripes?

Reply
Sabell says:
November 7, 2016 at 8:06 pm
Yes Jon, Thanks. I think this is where things are at right now. So many people are busy living their paycheck to paycheck lives that dust settles in far too many corners that are difficult to ‘deal with’ or find the attention span to notice.

"Take any of these points. Take them all. They’re all falling below the radar, and they all need to be raised back up to a level where people can look at them again and decide whether to SAY SOMETHING BECAUSE THEY SEE SOMETHING."

The point “is” to “bother”. I bother my family out of silence constantly. They love to shove all kinds of ridiculously large issues under tiny tiny rugs. Elephants don’t fit too well in rooms let alone under any size rug. Shove an Elephant under a rug and it only asks you where you want to go, thinking you’re saddling up for a journey. And maybe that person is? It may not be a journey they planned or even want to go on, but that Elephant is taking them somewhere.

Is it really a “bother” to speak up? Why is it a bother? Who’s trying to shove things under rugs and hide stuff? Why hide it? Why let them hide it? Is it really hidden when it’s so visible like those Elephants? I just give ’em the reigns (ownership/responsibility – give it back to whom it belongs) to ride that thing the hell out of all of our lives. Let the Elephants take their owners back home. And they will because someone “bothered” to say something.

Reply
Bill T says:
November 7, 2016 at 11:18 pm
Hi Jon,

I can provide an example of Washington corruption.

I was an intel officer at CENTCOM and heavily involved in the UNSCOM weapons inspections in Iraq, both as an analyst finding inspection targets and as an inspector. I interviewed an Iraqi defector who was Christian (Saddam liked Christians for clerical work since they were well educated and had no tribal loyalties). This defector worked for a senior official in the Iraqi security apparatus. He was anxious about his personal situation, so I prayed with him. This calmed him and made for a very effective debriefing.

This was turned into “proselytizing while on government time.” I was removed for my next assignment in Germany, and thus started a Kafkaesque odyssey that ended with my resignation on grounds that to continue in service would be breaking my oath to protect the Constitution and denying my faith. The clincher was the head of DIA (Admiral Wilson) claiming my “acts could have resulted in the loss of an important intelligence source.” The fact that my prayer actually helped the situation was of no importance.

BTW, there were weapons in Iraq. The argument is that since we didn’t find massive hoards, that must mean they were never there. This reminds me of the sheriff in a mid-west state who came on television and said his department was going to launch a raid against a suspected meth factory in four-days’ time, at 3:45PM. Then he gave the address. The sheriff’s department launched the raid on schedule and lo and behold, the house was empty. I guess there was never a meth lab there after all.

I realized in 2006 that the whole point of the inspection program was to have a pretext to start a war when other conditions were right. This is worse than “no WMD.”

The Luciferians on top of this country serve the devil and do his will. The devil loves death. Wars are very effective at killing people in large numbers, so they provoke the conditions for a war, then have at it.
Hillary didn’t just back ISIS for geopolitical reasons. They kill Christians, so she is all for it. If she could get away with the same thing here, she would do the same thing. In fact, she has. Check out the excellent documentary Waco – A New Revelation. The order to incinerate the Christians in Waco came through Vince Foster, Hillary’s subordinate. It occurred on April 19th, an occult holiday. See http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/cienciareal/cienciareal20.htm

Vince Foster would be dead not long after Waco.

We all need to pray intensely against these “sons of disobedience.”

Reply
Atossa says:
November 8, 2016 at 2:31 am

Look what Putin erected near the Kremlin, He dedicated it on Friday.

Can you imagine something like this being erected and honored today in Washington DC ?!


Reply
grace says:
November 8, 2016 at 2:13 pm

Jon: Your columns are amazing, especially this one. I am on your side. Keep up the good work.

Reply
freefall says:
November 9, 2016 at 6:02 pm

Maybe there’s no money in supporting these scumbags you wrote about in this article like you did for ZG (Don Ferguson) who was known to do much worse.

Reply
Ozzie Thinker says:
November 10, 2016 at 2:33 am

I disagree with you on this one, Jon,……vehemently.

There are four core “accusations” being presented as one (beyond “what is it to be lawful?” or “should law conflict with principled morality?”

1) “Is nudity sexual?”
2) “What is a child?”
3) “Who has the [moral] right to determine what it is to be sexual or not?”
4) “Art merely portrays and present a POV. Does truth offend or ‘expose’ the viewer?”

There at least 20 different supplementary “debate points” and I haven’t touched on “control mechanisms” and parental “God complexes”. This is a can of worms armed to explode in the face of sanity and reason.

Best
OT

Reply
Jerry says:
November 26, 2016 at 8:24 pm

What’s the difference when paedophiles have nude photos of children/teens downloaded on their computer or hung on a wall? Podesta is most likely a Paedophile, and needs to be investigated!

Reply
J Bishop says:
January 18, 2017 at 6:00 pm

Ben Swann investigates Pizzagate:

youtube https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I5AxV1sTkE&w=560&h=315